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CISVA ELEMENTARY ATHLETIC COMMISION POLICY 
 
 

I) Rationale 
The Elementary Athletic Commission (EAC) is a formal committee that functions in 
cooperation with the superintendent’s office and under the authority of the Board 
of Directors to facilitate an inter-school sports program within the CISVA.  

 
II) Structure 

The EAC will be comprised of the Superintendent (or designate*) and three 
principals elected from the CISVAAA. The superintendent or designate will be the 
chairperson of the EAC. 
 
Principals will be elected for a two-year term; the first two years to be staggered in 
order to have one member elected one year and two the next year.  
Principals so elected may serve a maximum of three (3) terms as members of the 
EAC. The elected principal can stand again for election after 2 years from the 
maximum served time. Extensions and/or exceptions must be brought to the 
superintendent. 
 
Elections will take place at the May Principals’ Meeting of the CISVAAA and term 
appointments will run from July 1 through June 30. 
 
The EAC will appoint a nominating chairperson at the March Principals’ meeting. The 
nominating chairperson will plan the May election. Nominations must be made to 
the nominating chairperson seven days prior to the May Principals’ Meeting at 
which time nominations are closed (3pm). Names of Nominees will be published 
within 24 hours after nominations close. Only administrators belonging to CISVAAA 
of the current school year may vote. Administrators unable to attend the May 
Principals’ Meeting may cast their vote remotely by emailing the nomination 
chairperson on the day of the election.  
 
The EAC will meet monthly.  If the chair is not the superintendent, is the 
responsibility of the EAC designate to keep the superintendent informed. 
The EAC chair will produce an agenda to the EAC prior to their meeting and keep 
minutes.  The chair will make a report to the CISVAAA at each principals’ meeting. 
Minutes will be filed with the superintendent’s office. 
 
 
 
* Designate could mean someone who is appointed to represent the superintendent on their behalf.  
This could be an associate superintendent or principal. 
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III) Mandate 

The Board of Directors mandates the EAC to establish a Philosophy of Athletics. The 
EAC will oversee that the established Philosophy of Athletics will be followed by 
CISVA elementary schools who choose to compete in EAC sanctioned leagues, 
playoffs, and championships.  
 
The EAC will oversee all of their sanctioned sports and establish objectives, policy, 
procedures and rules for CISVA schools to follow if they wish to participate in 
playoffs and championship tournaments.  
 
Only the Board of Directors of the CISVA, upon the recommendation of the EAC, may 
amend this document, the mandate, and/or appendixes herein attached. Any 
recommendations or amendments to this document must be given to the EAC.  
After which, the changes are then presented to the CISVAAA for feedback and 
discussion. Any final recommendations and/or amendments must be brought to the 
Board of Directors for approval. 

 
IV) Objectives and Purpose 

The EAC will take steps to promote:  
 
• All CISVA elementary school athletics provide opportunities for physical, social and 
emotional development while remaining purposeful, supportive and fun.  
• Sportsmanship and fair play are fostered amongst member schools. 
• A well organized, age appropriate, and competently administered program of 
athletics is provided.  

 
A) Duties of the EAC 

1. To provide a Philosophy of Athletics that is common to all EAC sanctioned 
athletic competitions.  

2. To determine the sports appropriate for the elementary schools, the 
season of play and the regulations for sanctioned sports.  

3. To approve rules and to establish regulations as it pertains to EAC 
sanctioned athletic competitions. 

4. To establish championship events/tournaments for sanctioned athletics 
(including awards) and the requirements to participate in EAC 
championships.  

5. To appoint a director for each sport who is a CISVA employee.  
6. To provide guidance or directives to the directors as deemed necessary.  
7. As needed, to have the director of each sport give a written report of 

proposed changes to rules and regulations to the EAC. The EAC will 
review the proposed changes and present to the CISVAAA for discussion 
and feedback. Proposed changes must be approved by the EAC the 
season prior to implementation. 
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8. To establish a budget in accordance with acceptable accounting practices 

and in conformity with CISVA audit requirements.  
9. To resolve disputes presented to the EAC and to hear appeals and rule on 

them within the Philosophy of Athletics.  
10. Type minutes of important sports meeting and distribute to the 

appropriate people. 
 

V) Roles and Responsibilities 
A) Principal 

1. The CISVA school principal must ensure that the school's athletic 
programs are consistent with the Philosophy of Athletics and his/her 
school. 

2. The principal is responsible for communicating the Philosophy of 
Athletics and all supporting documents to athletic directors, coaches, 
parents and students.  

3. Due to the teaching aspect of sports in regard to planning, preparation, 
practice, skill and technique development, the principal monitors that the 
coaches are developing, and implementing long and short range goals 
within the sports' program, which includes sportsmanship and fair play.  

4. Ensure that an authorized representative of the school (a CISVA 
employee) other than the coach is on hand to supervise competitors and 
spectators at all times in the home field/court.  

5. Ensure that every school team is coached or supervised by a competent 
staff member approved by the principal. At every sporting event, the 
team must be accompanied by a CISVA staff member, approved by the 
principal, who is familiar and understands the rules of the sport and has 
read this document and the Philosophy of Athletics. The CISVA employee 
is to be present on the team bench during the game and must be 
supervising the team at all times. They supersede the authority of the 
volunteer coach if the coach is not an employee of the CISVA. 

6. The principal must ensure the integrity of a postponement of a contest 
with the principal of the other school. When conditions require 
postponement of a contest the team concerned will notify the other 
team as soon as possible. A coach may reschedule a game once without 
defaulting. Extra ordinary circumstances must be resolved between the 
two principals. 

7. Ensure that when competition is off-site that a certificate of insurance is 
obtained through Catholic Mutual.  

8. Ensure that the loss of instructional time due to competition in sports' 
programs will be kept to a minimum. (The principal must realize that due 
to circumstances beyond the control of athletic tournament organizers, 
some loss of instructional time may be necessary. (i.e. Track and Field).  
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B) Officials 

Officials are essential for a smooth functioning and fair contest. They will 
determine to a great extent the behaviour of the players, coaches, and 
spectators.  
An official will:  

1. Place the welfare of the players above all other considerations.  
2. Accept their position in an unassuming and professional manner.  
3. Know the rules thoroughly and give informed explanations to the players 

and coaches whenever acceptable.  
4. Maintain confidence and poise, controlling the game from start to finish.  
5. Acknowledge and greet the coaches of both teams before the contest.  
6. Work cooperatively with fellow officials, scorers, and timers for an 

efficient contest. 
7. When fair play is not followed, to temporarily stop the game/sporting 

event and meet with coaches to find a solution (eg. running up the score, 
breach in rules, etc.). 

 
C) Role of the Sport Director 

The EAC will appoint a director for each sport who is a CISVA employee. In 
consultation with the EAC, it is recommended that each director select a co-
director who is also an employee of CISVA and can work with the director for the 
good of the sport and to insure an orderly succession.  
The director may also choose to form a sub-committee of up to three members. 
The director of each sport will plan and chair the general meeting for that sport 
to which all coaches and principals will be invited. Rules for each sport will be 
given and any new regulations will be explained. Schedules will also be given at 
this time, when possible, or at least two weeks prior to the start of the season. 
The director will act as a resource/liaison person for coaches, and when their 
schedule does not permit, they will find other coaches who are willing to help 
new coaches as resources/liaisons.  

 
1) The Director will Oversee 

a) Setting up of schedules of teams in games/tournaments format using 
guidelines set out by the Commission for divisions and geographic 
zones.  

b) Distributing of information (schedules, guidelines, notices of 
meetings, appropriate league score sheets to each school or team.)  

c) Taking of minutes of important sports meetings and distributing to 
appropriate people.  

d) Keeping track of league standings through their zone representatives 
and informing appropriate teams of playoff opponents.  

e) Arranging for and booking arena/gym/field where official 
tournaments, league games/meets take place.  
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f) Scheduling playoffs and arranging for referees/officials, gym/field and 

informing participating schools.  
g) Ensuring that paperwork is completed in preparation for final games, 

tournaments or meets.  
h) Contacting schools who won perpetual trophies and awards the 

previous year and ensuring that these awards are available at the 
finals or meets for presentation to the new winners.  

i) Ordering medals, participation ribbons, certificates or any other 
necessary award and making sure they are ready for presentation.  

j) Arranging for qualified neutral referees/officials to officiate at semi-
final and final games of all league sports.  

k) Ensuring that there are persons present to help award trophies and 
participation ribbons at finals.  

l) Ensuring that there are enough volunteers to help run the 
tournament/meet effectively. 

m) To require each director to submit a budget in accordance with CISVA 
audit requirements.  

n) To establish in consultation with the director a deadline for proposed 
budget for the sport.  

 
2) The Director Duties 

a) Organizing referee clinics, coaches’ clinics and clinics for teachers 
helping with timekeeping and scorekeeping.  

b) Awarding the winners at the finals or will arrange for this to be done.  
c) Any changes or suggestions to be made for the coming year to rules 

or regulations would be compiled by the director and made in writing 
at the end of the season. The EAC will discuss these 
recommendations and follow the appropriate procedure for 
amending any changes it deems appropriate at the next Principal’s 
meeting.  

d) The director will send out an evaluation or make a request for 
feedback to all participating schools within two weeks after the 
completion of the season. 

 
3) The Director’s Duty in Dealing with Complaints 

a) The director will receive in writing and act on complaints regarding 
infraction of rules and/or regulations of the CISVAEAC and disputes 
concerning referee decisions.  

b) If the director receives more than one written complaint on the 
competency of an official, they will be obliged to review the 
competency of that official.  
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c) In the case of serious abusive behaviour or serious breach of ethics, 
the director will ensure that the written complaint be submitted to 
the commission. 

d) Keep track of league standings and inform appropriate teams of 
playoff opponents.  

e) Telephone/email for gym/field, where official tournaments/league 
games/meets take place.  

f) Type scheduled playoffs and phone for referees/officials/gym/field 
and inform participating schools. 

g) When necessary, organize referees’ clinics, coaches’ clinics, and 
clinics for teachers helping with time-keeping and score-keeping. 

 
VI) Participation in EAC Athletics 

Any EAC athletic competition must be sanctioned by the EAC. The EAC will approve 
inter-school competition, organize league play as indicated below and facilitate final 
tournament/meet/championships in the following sports:  
 

 

SPORT SEASON OF 
PLAY 

TYPES OF 
COMPETITION 

PLAYOFFS/ 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Cross Country Sept - Oct Local EAC 
Championship Meet 

October 

Volleyball Sept - Nov Div/zone league EAC 
Championship  

November 

Soccer Sept - Nov 
(boys) 
April (girls) 

Div/zone league EAC 
Championship 

Oct/Nov 
 
April 

Basketball Jan - March Div/zone league EAC 
Championship  

March 

Badminton March - April Zone play downs 
EAC Championship  

April 

Track & Field April - June Local EAC 
Championship Meet 

May/June 

 
 

An overall schedule for the coming year should be completed by EAC and sent to the 
Superintendent’s Office prior to their deadline for calendar items.  

 
The EAC will ascertain through entry forms the number of teams/ participants each 
school will provide in any league so that leagues/tournaments etc. can be organized and 
scheduled well in advance.  
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Schools wishing to introduce a new sport to be governed under the EAC, must 
have two or more schools submit in writing to the EAC, the proposed rules and 
regulations for the sport, season of play, rationale for the inclusion of the sport, 
risk assessment, list of participating schools and proposed zones, start-up costs 
(awards, venue bookings, etc) and potential names for a director.  
 
Playoff structure will be set by the sport director in agreement with the EAC 
before the start of each season of league play. Home team advantage will be 
granted to the team finishing higher in the league standing. Where two teams 
finish in equal positions teams may play in a neutral location or decide home by 
a coin toss. 

 
A) Age Eligibility (eligibility for all sports with the exception of Track and Field and 

Cross Country.)  
Senior - 13 years and under as of December 31 of the current school year.  
Junior - 11 years and under as of December 31 of the current school year.  
Juvenile - 10 years and under as of December 31 of the current school year.  

 
B) Team Sports  

Students who are over age by one year may play either with their grade or the 
grade above.  They may not play at both levels. 
(See Track and Field and Cross-Country rules and regulations for age levels.)  

 
C) Zones 

Schools participating in EAC athletics will be placed into a “zone”.  Zones are 
groups of schools that are somewhat close in geography and has manageable 
number of schools to allows for adequate competition within league play.  The 
structure of the zones is at the discretion of the EAC in consultation with the 
director(s) of the sport.  Zones are not based on past performances or size of the 
school. 
 
Each zone will have a CISVA employee from their zone act as a representative to 
the director.  A director can also serve as a zone representative. 
 
The zone representative is responsible for zone scheduling and obtaining game 
results from their zonal league play.  The zone representative will keep track of 
the league results and report the final standings to the director(s).   
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1. Team Requirements and Size 

All students, despite class size, should have the opportunity to play on a 
school team and compete in inter-school competition.  All schools should 
endeavor to enter a team in every division even if the number of players is 
less than the required 8 to qualify as a league registered team. Teams who 
cannot field the minimum number will still be allowed to play in zonal 
competition as an exhibition team, thus having the results of their games not 
count towards EAC playoff qualification. CISVA rules will still be applicable, 
but because of the smaller number of students playing, the length of the 
game could be shortened and other amendments can be made to the game 
if coaches and officials all agree.  
 
For the purpose of this document and for greater clarity, the terms “Single 
Stream” and “Double Stream” are replaced by “Grade Level Class 32 and 
below” and “Grade Level Class(es) 33 and above”.   In the spirit of 
competition and fair play, the EAC acknowledges that a grade with more 
than one class of students with a combined total of students greater than 32 
or a single class with a class size greater than 32 students, has an advantage 
over a grade with a single class.  
 

 
SPORT SINGLE GRADE LEVEL CLASS 

32 and below 
GRADE LEVEL CLASS(ES) 

33 and above 

Volleyball min. 8, recommended 10 
players 

min. 10, recommended 12 
players 

Basketball min. 8, recommended 11 
players 

min. 10, recommended 11 
players 

Soccer Boys & girls min. 10 min. 11 

 

 

Schools would decide when submitting their registration if a team is designated 
League or Exhibition. Fees would only apply to league teams. 

 
 

VII) Budget and Clerical 
A financial statement will be prepared by the EAC and circulated at the February 
principals’ meeting. The budget for the coming year will be determined by the 
EAC and presented to the superintendent for approval. The EAC budget must 
comply with CISVA audit requirements.  
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Budget categories will be:  

• clerical remuneration  

• Operational expenses 

• awards and recognition 

• EAC Stipends 

• miscellaneous expenses (guest speakers, etc) 
 

Schools will be charged an annual per capita entry fee based on the Kindergarten 
through Grade 7 student enrollment in participating schools. This includes 
Catholic schools that participate in EAC sanctioned events and are outside of the 
CISVA (eg. Vancouver College) will also pay team registration for each sport 
leading to tournament/meet /championship finals in which they participate.  

 
Signing officers for the Commission will be two commissioners, one being the 
EAC chair.  

 
A) Duties of the Clerical Assistant to EAC  

1) To provide clerical support services to the EAC as follows:  
a) To monitor the EAC email, open bank account, and obtain necessary 

equipment and supplies. 
b) To set-up and maintain a bookkeeping system suitable for 

administering the budget.  
c) To collect accounts receivable and pay invoices. 
d) To establish and maintain filing/record system which keeps track of 

correspondence, schedules, disputes, arrears, standings and so on.  
 

The clerical assistant will be hired to alleviate the clerical and organizational 
burden of the directors. The director will, as outlined under their responsibilities, 
make the decision required to organize the sports and instruct the clerical 
assistant to:  

 
1) Prepare printed schedules for league play and play-offs.  
2) Distribute information (schedules, guidelines, notices of meetings, 

appropriate league score sheets) to each school or team,  
a) Keep record and contact schools that won perpetual trophies and 

awards from previous year.  
b) Assist order medals, participation ribbons, certificates or any other 

necessary award and make sure they are ready for presentation.  
c) Assists at the Track Meet and other championships.  
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VIII) Procedures for Disputes 

All complaints must first be made to the coach and principal. 
 

All unresolved complaints regarding infractions of rules and/or regulations of the 
EAC and disputes concerning referee decisions must be submitted by the 
Principal in writing to the director of the sport with a copy to the principal(s) of 
the other school(s) involved. (see Conflict of Interest Issues)  

 
If serious abusive behaviour or serious breach of ethics occurs the complaint 
must be submitted in writing (email is acceptable) by the principal to the director 
and the other principal(s) of the school(s) involved within 2 working days. The 
director would then submit the received complaint and consult and advise the 
EAC of any further information. The EAC will decide upon the resolution and the 
appropriate measures to be taken and advise the school(s) involved in writing of 
their decision. The EAC’s decision is final. 

 
The EAC shall have the power to expel or suspend any school whose conduct 
after one violation has again been determined by the EAC to be improper, 
unbecoming or likely to endanger the interest or reputation of the CISVA or who 
willfully commits a breach of the policies or regulations as set out in the 
appendices of the EAC. No school shall be expelled or suspended without being 
notified of the charge or complaint against them or without first being given the 
opportunity to be heard by the EAC at a special meeting called for that purpose.  

 
A) Conflict of Interest Issues  

If a dispute occurs wherein a member of the EAC is involved either as a 
complainant or a defendant in a complaint or that involves the member’s school 
and any of the school’s personnel either as complainant or defendant in a 
complaint, the EAC member shall remove themself from the EAC upon receipt of 
the complaint and until the matter is adjudicated. The member will be permitted 
to carry on other duties as a member of the EAC that have no relationship to the 
complaint.  
 
The member who has removed themself from the EAC will be replaced by an 
independent administrator from a high school. This administrator will be 
appointed by the Superintendent’s representative on the EAC. The appointed 
high school administrator along with the remaining EAC members will adjudicate 
the complaint(s). When a decision is reached and reported to all concerned the 
high school administrator will stand down from the EAC.  
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If a complaint is filed against a director, the principal of the school involved with 
the complaint must submit in writing to the EAC the nature of the complaint and 
provide a copy to the director. The EAC will then adjudicate the complaint and 
provide a decision.  
 
If an EAC member is also a director and is involved in a complaint the member 
will remove themselves from the proceedings (see above paragraphs).  
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